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Abstract—A new visual servoing technique based on two-dimensional (2-D) ultrasound (US) image
is proposed in order to control the motion of an US probe held by a medical robot. In opposition to
a standard camera which provides a projection of the three-dimensional (3-D) scene to a 2-D image,
US information is strictly in the observation plane of the probe and consequently visual servoing
techniques have to be adapted. In this paper the coupling between the US probe and a motionless
crossed string phantom used for probe calibration is modeled. Then a robotic task is developed which
consists of positioning the US image on the intersection point of the crossed string phantom while
moving the probe to different orientations. The goal of this task is to optimize the procedure of spatial
parameter calibration of 3-D US systems.
Keywords: Ultrasound probe guidance; visual servoing; calibration; medical robotics; redundancy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Among the numerous medical imaging modalities in use today, ultrasound (US)
systems are currently the most commonly employed due to their ease of use and
minimal amount of harmful side-effects. Three-dimensional (3-D) spatial US
imaging is usually chosen for clinical applications such as cardiology, obstetrics
and vascular imaging. For the past few years, 3-D US sensors have been available
for this kind of imagery, but they currently provide only low voxel resolution and,
because of their high cost, they are not as prevalent in clinics as conventional
two-dimensional (2-D) US systems. Nevertheless, an alternative technique called
‘3-D free-hand US imaging’ [1] consists of measuring the relative displacement
between each image captured by a 2-D US system in order to position it in a 3-D
reference frame F0 to obtain the volume information as illustrated in Fig. 1. Usually
the localization system, which can be magnetic, optic, acoustic or mechanical,
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Figure 1. 3-D US imaging with a 2-D probe and spatial calibration procedure by using a crossed
string phantom.
is fixed to the US probe (reference frame Fn) and continuously gives its position
and orientation defined by the homogeneous transformation 0Tn. In order to obtain
a good accuracy of the 3-D reconstruction, it is crucial that the localization system
provides a very low position error and that the spatial calibration parameters of
the US system are known at best. These spatial parameters include the rigid
transformation nTs from the position sensor to the image frame, and the US
image scaling factors Sx and Sy . In the literature, several methods have been
proposed to identify the spatial calibration parameters of 3-D free-hand US systems.
The principle of these methods is to capture a set of US images of a known
object immersed in water for different measured positions of the probe and then
to off-line estimate the spatial parameters by coupling visual features extracted
from each US image to the geometrical properties of the object. For example,
in Ref. [2], a method is presented whereby the intersection point P ∗ (see Fig. 1)
of a fixed, crossed string phantom constituted by two converging straight lines
D1 and D2, immersed in water has to be positioned in the US image for different
orientations of the US probe; in Ref. [3], another method is developed using a plane
phantom.
Our research aim is to develop a robotic system that will optimize 3-D US imaging
by automatically moving the US probe during a medical examination. Unlike
Refs [4–6] where teleoperated master/slave systems are presented, we plan to
control the robot directly from visual information extracted from US images. The
idea is to perform automatically by visual servoing the 3-D acquisition of a volume
specified by the clinician. This will allow the clinician to repeat the examination of
a patient on different dates in order to observe quantitatively the pathology evolution
under the same conditions. Toward that end, a robotic system [7] has already
been developed to automatically perform the 3-D US acquisition of cardiovascular
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pathologies. However, this system does not use the US visual information and
requires the clinician to manually set the input and output ports of the trajectory. Up
until now, only a few studies have been made on visual servoing using information
from 2-D US images. In Ref. [8], visual servoing is used to center within the
2-D US image a point corresponding to the section center of an artery during the
probe displacement along a one-dimensional trajectory. Of the 6 d.o.f. available
to the robot holding the US probe, only 3 d.o.f. in the US observation plane are
controlled by visual servoing, while the other 3 d.o.f. are teleoperated by the user.
In another work [9], the authors present a robotic system for needle insertion with
the US probe rigidly fixed to the base of a small 2-d.o.f. robot held by a passive
5-d.o.f. mechanical architecture. The probe is positioned in such a way that the
needle is always visible in the US image as a straight line. Once again, only the
d.o.f. (here 2) in the US observation plane are controlled by visual servoing. More
recently, a study has been presented where 4 d.o.f., which are not necessary in the
observation plane of the probe, are controlled by visual servoing [10]. The goal
of this last work is to automatically move a laparoscopic instrument to a desired
position indicated by a surgeon in the US image which is provided by a motionless
probe.
In this paper we present the first results of our research concerning the optimiza-
tion of 3-D US imaging by the use of a robotic system. In order to facilitate the spa-
tial parameters calibration of the 3-D US system, we propose to develop a robotic
task that consists of automatically positioning the US image plane on the intersec-
tion point of the crossed string phantom used by the Detmer calibration method [2],
while moving the probe to different orientations. This task will be performed by
controlling the 6 d.o.f. of the manipulator holding the US probe.
This paper is composed as follows. In Section 2, we model the coupling between
the observation plane of the probe and the two straight lines describing the
motionless crossed string phantom. In Section 3, the robotic task is formulated,
the visual features are defined and the visual servoing control law is developed.
The redundancy formalism [11] is applied in order to move the probe to different
orientations. Then, Section 4 presents simulation results of the proposed control
law and is followed by the conclusion.
2. MODELING
2.1. Geometrical modeling
Let F0, Fs and Fn be, respectively, the frames of reference attached to the
robot base, the US probe and the robot end-effector as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
observation plane Pπ of the ultrasound probe is defined by the ux and uy axes of Fs.
Let P be the intersection point between a straight line D (not collinear to Pπ ) and
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Figure 2. US probe coupling with two converging straight lines.
the observation plane Pπ . The coordinates of P expressed in the robot base frame
F0 are given by:
0P = 0M + l 0u, (1)
where 0M are the coordinates of a point M which belongs to D, 0u is the unitary
vector of D, and l is the distance between M and P (the left subscript zero denotes
that the components are expressed in F0). By expressing P in the probe frame Fs
we obtain:
sP = st0 + sR0(0M + l 0u). (2)
Here the vector st0 and the matrix sR0 represent, respectively, the translation and the
rotation from the probe frame to the base frame. As P belongs to Pπ , its projection
on the uz axis of Fs is null. This projection expressed in Fs gives:
suz
sP = 0, (3)
with suz = (0, 0, 1). It follows that sP = (x, y, z = 0). The distance l can then be
obtained by substituting (2) in (3):
l = −
suz (st0 + sR00M)
suz sR00u
. (4)
From (2) and (4) the coordinates of P expressed in the probe frame can then be
computed if the geometrical parameters st0, sR0, 0M and 0u are known.
2.2. Interaction matrix of a point belonging to the observation plane and a straight
line
In classical visual servoing, the interaction matrix Ls is used to link the variation of
the visual information s to the relative kinematic screw v between the camera and
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the scene:
ṡ = Lsv. (5)
In our system, the visual information associated to the point P are its 2-D
coordinates p = (x, y) expressed in the US probe frame. Since the image
coordinates are measured in pixels in the 2-D image frame {uxp, uyp} attached at
the left-top corner of the image plane, the following variable transformation has to
be made to obtain p = (x, y) which is expressed in m:
x = (xp − xc)Sx and y = (yp − yc)Sy, (6)
where (xp, yp) are the pixel coordinates of P , (xc, yc) are the pixel coordinates of the
image center, and Sx and Sy are, respectively, the height and width of a pixel. The
analytical form of the interaction matrix related to p is determined by calculating
the time derivative of (2):
sṖ = sṫ0 + sṘ0(0M + l 0u) + sR0(0Ṁ + l̇ 0u). (7)
As the point M is fixed with respect to F0, we have:
sṖ = sṫ0 + sṘ0(0M + l 0u) + sR0 l̇ 0u. (8)
Let us define v = (υ, ω) as the velocity screw of the probe expressed in Fs
with υ = (υx, υy, υz) the translational velocity vector and ω = (ωx, ωy, ωz) the
angular velocity vector of the probe frame with respect to the base frame. The time
derivative of the rotational matrix is linked to ω by [11]:
sṘ0 = −[ω]×sR0, (9)
with [ω]× being the skew symmetric matrix associated with the angular velocity
vector ω. The term sṫ0 is the velocity of the base frame origin with respect to the
probe frame. It is related to the velocity screw v of the probe by the following
fundamental equation of kinematics:
sṫ0 = −υ + [st0]×ω = [−I3 [st0]×]v, (10)
where [st0]× is the skew symmetric matrix associated with st0. By substituting (2),
(9) and (10) in (8), we obtain:
sṖ = [sP]×ω + l̇ sR00u − υ. (11)
By applying the projection relation suz sṖ = 0, the time derivative of the distance l
can then be extracted:
l̇ =
suz υ − suz [sP]×ω
suz sR00u
, (12)
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which after substitution in (11) gives the following expression:
sṖ =
(
[sP]× −
susuz
suz su
[sP]×
)
ω
+
( susuz
suz su
− I3
)
υ, (13)
where su = sR00u = (ux, uy, uz) is the unitary vector of D expressed in the
probe frame. Finally, we can determine the interaction matrix Lp related to p by
developing the two first rows of (13):
ṗ = (ẋ, ẏ) = Lpv, (14)
with
Lp =


−1 0 ux
uz
ux
uz
y −ux
uz
x y
0 −1 uy
uz
uy
uz
y −uy
uz
x −x

 . (15)
This matrix depends on the components of the unitary vector su of the straight line
D and the 2-D coordinates p, all expressed in the probe frame. The condition to
compute Lp is that uz = 0. This is verified when D is not collinear to the observation
plan Pπ . Note that if P coincides with the origin of Fs then p is invariant to the
rotational motion of the US probe and if D is orthogonal to Pπ (ux = 0 and uy = 0)
then p is invariant to the translational motion along uz.
3. VISUAL SERVOING
First, let us formulate the robotic task to achieve. The goal is to position the
intersection point P ∗ between two converging straight lines D1 and D2 not collinear
to the US observation plan Pπ (see Fig. 2) on a target point defined in the US image
with a set of different orientations of the probe. For each orientation, the end-
effector pose will be recorded once the point is positioned in the image in order to
estimate the spatial calibration parameters of the US system by the use of the off-
line Detmer method [2]. The visual task consists in centering the points P1 and P2
on a target indicated in the image.
3.1. Vision-based task function
The visual features s we chose are the 2-D coordinates p1 = (x1, y1) and p2 =
(x2, y2) of points P1 and P2 expressed in the probe frame:
s = (x1, y1, x2, y2). (16)
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The interaction matrix related to s is obtained by stacking the two interaction
matrices associated to p1 and p2 and whose form is given by (15):
Ls =


−1 0 u1x
u1z
u1x
u1z
y1 −u1x
u1z
x1 y1
0 −1 u1y
u1z
u1y
u1z
y1 −uy1
u1z
x1 −x1
−1 0 u2x
u2z
u2x
u2z
y2 −u2x
u2z
x2 y2
0 −1 u2y
u2z
u2y
u2z
y2 −uy2
u2z
x2 −x2


. (17)
Note that the rank of Ls is 4 except when the two points are joined. In this last case
the rank is reduced to 3. We will see in the Section 4 how to cope with the rank
change. The visual servoing task can be expressed as a regulation to zero of the
visual error:
e1(r(t)) = s(r(t)) − s∗, (18)
where s∗ is the reference value of the visual features to be reached and s is the value
of the visual features currently observed by the US probe. The features depend on
the relative position r between the probe and the scene.
The robot holding the US probe has n = 6 d.o.f. and the dimension of the vision-
based task e1 is at most 4. This means that the vision-based task does not constrain
all the robot’s 6 d.o.f. Consequently, it is possible to use the other d.o.f. to perform
a secondary task such as the changes of orientation of the probe. Note that if three
straight lines are used, we have generally m = n = 6 and then the 6 d.o.f. are
controlled by the vision task.
3.2. Redundancy formalism
Here, we present the redundancy formalism [11]. It has first been used for visual
servoing in Ref. [12] and in numerous applications since (e.g., avoiding visual
features occlusion [13] or human–machine cooperation using vision control [14]).
The idea is to use the d.o.f. left by a main task e1 of dimension m < n, to realize
a secondary task g = ∂h
∂r at best without disturbing the first one. Generally, the
realization of a secondary goal is expressed as a minimization of a cost function
h under the constraint that the main task is achieved, i.e., e1(r(t)) = 0. The
determination of d.o.f. which are left by the main task requires the computation
of the null space of the interaction matrix Le1 of the task e1. In our case, we have of
course Le1 = Ls. The global task function is given by [11]:
e = L̂+s e1 + (In − L̂+s L̂s)g, (19)
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where L̂+s is the pseudo-inverse of an estimation L̂s of the interaction matrix and
(In − L̂+s L̂s) is an orthogonal projector operator which projects g in the null space
of L̂s in order that the second task does not disturb the first one.
3.3. Control law
Usually, the control law is obtained by trying to make the global task e exponentially
decrease in order to behave like a first-order decoupled system. If the observed
object is static (which is our case because the crossed string phantom is motionless),
this is achieved by applying the following control screw velocity to the probe [12]:
v = −λe − (In − L̂+s L̂s)
∂g
∂t
, (20)
where λ is the proportional coefficient involved in the exponential convergence of e
and L̂s is an approximation of the interaction matrix. An on-line estimation of Ls is
presented in Section 3.5.
In practice, we consider the input of the robot controller as the kinematic screw
vn of the end-effector. It is linked to the kinematic screw v of the US probe by:
vn =
( nRs [nts]×nRs
03 nRs
)
v, (21)
where nts and nRs are the translation vector and the rotation matrix from the end-
effector frame to the probe frame. These two parameters with the image scaling
factors Sx and Sy correspond to the spatial parameters of the US system. Since these
parameters are not perfectly known before using the off-line Detmer calibration
method, we set them to rough values. We will see in Section 4 that this will not
affect the task performance due to the well-known robustness property of image-
based visual servoing.
3.4. Application of the redundancy formalism to our robotic task
We define our secondary task as the minimization of the rotation sRs∗ from the
current orientation 0Rs of the probe to a desired orientation 0Rs∗ expressed in the
robot base frame (with sRs∗ = 0Rs 0Rs∗). To describe the rotation sRs∗ , we chose the
minimal representation θu where θ represents the angle around the unitary rotation
axis u. The representation θu is obtained from the coefficients rij (i=1..3,j=1..3) of the
rotation matrix sRs∗ by the following equation:
θu = 1
2sinc(θ)

 r32 − r23r13 − r31
r21 − r12

 , (22)
where θ = arccos((r11 + r22 + r33 − 1)/2) and sinc(θ) = sin(θ)/θ is the sinus
cardinal function. The secondary task consists to minimize θu or at best to regulate
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it towards zero if the d.o.f. left free by the main task make it possible. To take into
account the secondary task, we define the following quadratic cost function:
h = 1
2
θuθu, (23)
and by computing the gradient of h and its partial time derivative, we get:
g = [0[1×3] θu ] and ∂g
∂t
= 0. (24)
3.5. On-line estimation of the interaction matrix
The interaction matrix Ls depends on the unitary vectors su1 and su2 of straight lines
D1 and D2, and the 2-D coordinates p1, p2 of points P1 and P2 all expressed in the
probe frame. In practice p1, p2 are provided from their pixel coordinates measured
in the US image (see (6)). Nevertheless su1 and su2 are not known, and we have
to on-line estimate them. To do this, we use a recursive least-squares algorithm
delivered below. For the sake of simplicity, in the sequel we give the method for one
straight line D. First, let us define a frame Ff fixed to the scene wherein projection
fu of su is constant and the following minimal representations of D can be used:
x = az + c and y = bz + d, (25)
where x, y, z are the coordinates expressed in Ff of any point belonging to the
straight line D and a, b, c, d are constant parameters. This minimal representation
is always valid if D is not collinear to the plane described by ux and uy axes of Ff.
To assure this, a good choice for Ff is the probe frame frozen at the beginning of
the servoing Ff = Fs(t = 0). By rewriting (25) in a vectorial system form we have:
Y = (x, y) = θ , (26)
with θ = (a, b, c, d) the parameter vector to estimate and:
 =
(
z 0 1 0
0 z 0 1
)
. (27)
This system can be solved if we have at least the coordinates measurement of two
different points belonging to D. Of course the more points we have, the better will
be the estimation. In our approach we take into account all coordinates fP[k] of P
measured at each iteration k during the servoing and expressed in Ff. In discrete
time, the least-squares method consists in computing the estimation value θ̂ [k] that
minimizes the following quadratic sum of the modeling error [15]:
J (θ̂ [k]) =
k∑
i=0
(Y[i] − [i]θ̂ [k])(Y[i] − [i]θ̂ [k]). (28)
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Therefore, θ̂ [k] is obtained by nullifying the gradient of J (θ̂ [k]) which is given by:
∇J (θ̂ [k]) = −2
k∑
i=0
[i](Y[i] − [i]θ̂ [k]) = 0. (29)
Finally, we obtain the following recursive expression:
θ̂ [k] = θ̂ [k−1] + F[k][k](Y[k] − [k]θ̂ [k−1]), (30)
where F[k] is a covariance matrix such that F[k] = F[k] > 0 and whose recursive
expression is:
F−1[k] = F−1[k−1] + [k][k]. (31)
In practice we set initial values F[0] = f0I4 with f0 > 0 and θ̂ [0] = θ0. Once
θ̂ = (â, b̂, ĉ, d̂) is computed, the estimated unitary vector fû of D is linked to
parameters â and b̂ by:
fû = (â, b̂, 1)/‖(â, b̂, 1)‖, (32)
and expressed in the probe frame with:
sû = sR00Rffû, (33)
where 0Rf is the matrix rotation from the robot base frame to the initial probe
frame Fs(t = 0). We finally obtain an estimation L̂s of the interaction matrix by
substituting in (17) the estimated unitary vectors sû1, sû2 and the current coordinates
p1 and p2 measured in the US image. An adaptive visual servoing is then performed
by updating L̂s at each iteration of the control law (20).
4. RESULTS
Here, we present simulation results of the adaptive control developed in Section 3.
A software simulator was programmed in the MATLAB environment from the
system modeling described in Section 2. The straight lines D1 and D2 are set
with 0M1 = 0M2 = (0, 0, 0), 0u1 = (1, 0, 0) and 0u2 = (0, 1, 0), and the initial
position of the probe is fixed to 0ts = (−0.12, −0.08, 0.1) (m). To describe the
rotation 0Rs we use the pitch–roll–yaw (α, β, γ ) angles representation and the
initial values are set to αβγ (0Rs) = (−60, −160, 90) (deg). The real spatial
calibration parameters are set to nts = (0.05, 0, 0), αβγ (nRs) = (0, 0, 0) and
Sx = Sy = 0.0005. The reference value of the visual features is set to the image
center s∗ = (0, 0, 0, 0) and two references of the probe orientation are successively
applied, the first αβγ (0Rs∗) = (−40, −120, 130) (deg) at the start and the second
αβγ (0Rs∗) = (−80, −100, 45) (deg) at iteration k = 400. The secondary task is
considered in the control law only once the visual error norm of the first task is
lower than 5 pixels in the image. The gain of the control law is fixed to λ = 0.8 and
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Figure 3. Image coordinates p1 and p2, and θu error during the first simulation.
the initial estimated parameters of each straight lines are set to â = b̂ = ĉ = d̂ = 1.
As we have noted in Section 3, the rank of the interaction matrix switches from 4
to 3 when points P1 P2 join together. Of course joining the two points is the goal of
the visual task, so we have to take into account the switching rank of the interaction
matrix in the control law. When the two points join together (distance less than
5 pixels) we force the interaction matrix rank to 3 in order to avoid numerical
instabilities.
In a first simulation we assume to know perfectly the spatial calibration para-
meters of the probe in order to show the ideal performance of the adaptive visual
servoing. Figure 3 displays evolutions of image coordinates of the points and the θu
angle error of the secondary task. We can see that the two points converge exponen-
tially towards the center of the image (360, 288) (pixels) and that the secondary task
also decreases exponentially towards zero once the visual task is achieved without
disturbing it. The image trajectories of the points are drawn in Fig. 4. We can note
that at the start the points do not move towards the right direction because initial
estimation values of su1 and su2 used to compute L̂s are not accurate, but estimation
values are quickly well readjusted by the on-line least-squares algorithm and then
image trajectories become straight. Evolutions of the estimated unitary vectors of
the straight lines are presented in Fig. 5. The bottom graphs correspond to the val-
ues 0û1 and 0û2 expressed in the robot base frame which is fixed with the scene and
the top graphs to the values sû1 and sû2 obtained by projection into the probe frame.
We can note that the values expressed in the robot base frame converge directly to
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Figure 4. Image trajectories of points P1 and P2 during the first simulation.
Figure 5. Estimation of unitary vectors u1 and u2 during the first simulation.
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Figure 6. Image coordinates p1 and p2, and θu error during the second simulation.
the real values 0u1 = (1, 0, 0) and 0u2 = (0, 1, 0) after two iterations. As a matter
of course, the values expressed in the probe frame vary due to the displacement of
the probe with respect to the scene.
In a second simulation we put significant error (about 10%) on the spatial
calibration parameters used by the control law and the least-squares algorithm. We
set them to nts = (0.045, −0.005, 0.005) (m), αβγ (nRs) = (5, 5, 5) (deg) and
Sx = Sy = 0.00045. Figures 6–8 present the same measurements as for the first
simulation. However, we can see now that points trajectories in the image are little
curved and that the visual task is lightly coupled with the secondary task. We can
also see in Fig. 8 that estimation values of su1 and su2 expressed in the robot base
frame are not exactly the same as the real one due to the model errors. Nevertheless,
the robotic task is well performed due to the good robustness of the image-based
visual servoing.
5. CONCLUSION
A new visual servoing technique based on 2-D US image has been presented to
automatically position the US image plane on the intersection point of a crossed
string phantom used for the spatial calibration of 3-D US system imaging. In
our approach, we use the redundancy formalism to perform in the same time the
visual task and a secondary task which consists in moving the probe to different
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Figure 7. Image trajectories of points P1 and P2 during the second simulation.
Figure 8. Estimation of unitary vectors u1 and u2 during the second simulation.
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orientations. An adaptive control law has been proposed by updating the interaction
matrix related to the visual features thanks to an estimation algorithm. For the
moment, results are obtained from simulation, but we plan to perform our task
with a 6-d.o.f. medical manipulator specially designed for 3-D US imaging which
will soon be available in our laboratory. Simulation results showed that the visual
servoing is robust to large errors on the spatial calibration parameters.
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